
US news aggregator Fark.com sees over 200% 
uplift in CPMs, using Carbon’s new dynamic 
optimisation tool ‘AdIQ’.

Carbon’s real-time audience and analytics data is directly translated to incremental revenue through 
its rule based (dynamic) ad units tool, AdIQ. Across a two month test, AdIQ units consistently 
outperformed standard ad units, achieving a maximum 242% uplift on CPMs, and contributing an 
overall 10% uplift to Fark’s open exchange revenue.

Increase the ad value of Fark’s

audience and overall revenue.  

Use Carbon Analytics and AdIQ to unlock the relevant insights, and 
automatically monetize sessions better.

 

Using the Carbon Analytics suite, Fark was able to see how DSPs and 
bidders were valuing their customers in real-time - and crucially, 
Carbon could identify when users were being treated as high yield. 

 

This insight was therefore available to power its beta product, AdIQ - 
a rule-based dynamic ad insertion tool that uses real-time and 
historical data to trigger bidders and DSPs for maximum bids, 
resulting in the best possible yield for publishers.

 

AdIQ’s rules are measured in real-time in Carbon Analytics, and 
performance is improved over time thanks to continuous 
optimization by bespoke AI. Rules are then synced to the client’s ad 
server for flighting and reporting.

Fark engaged with Carbon to identify new opportunities for growth.  
Fark has an incredibly loyal user base and each user generates a 
significant volume of pageviews, resulting in a disproportionate 
number of users-to-impressions (roughly 1 user to 180,000 
impressions on desktop). This was creating a supply of non-unique 
ad inventory and driving down eCPMs and revenue from their 
demand partners. Carbon’s unique ability to unlock the relationship 
between audience, context and revenue in real-time was the reason 
Fark engaged with Carbon rather than separate data and analytics 
platforms.


The Opportunity

Objective Solution

Carbon’s [AdIQ] tool for 
treating impressions 
differently according to 
their true value is 
something we’ve not seen 
before…




Drew Curtis


CEO, Fark


“We knew the results would 
be positive thanks to the 
insights we’d surfaced, but 
the performance of the 
rules surpassed our 
predictions.”

Yana Shvarzman

Client Success Director, 
Carbon


www.carbonrmp.com



242%
CPM 

Increase

The average CPM for the AdIQ ad unit was 
up to 242% higher than other standard ad 
units.

Carbon achieved a 10% TOTAL revenue 
uplift for Fark during the test. This uplift 
came from 4% of total impressions, 
leaving further room for CPM growth.

10%
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increase
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Real-time bid data 
ingested by Carbon 

and passed to AdIQ 
rules engine.

AdIQ unit logic is 
queried and decision 
made on ad serving 
in real-time.

If fired, AdIQ calls 
publisher’s demand 
stack with a new ad 
request.

Real-time data on CPM 
and audience metrics 
passed back into 
Carbon Analytics.

Results

www.carbonrmp.com

Rules Engine


